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Abstract. The Transylvanian and the Pannonian basins are
presented as basins with different tectonic evolution. In this
paper, seismic lines are used to highlight the late Ceno-
zoic structural pattern of the Transylvanian Basin and of the
northeastern sector of the Pannonian Basin. Late Miocene
transpressional strike-slip faults have been interpreted in both
areas. North- to northeast-oriented regional stress field has
been inferred from the structures interpreted in both areas.
The similar structural pattern and stress field indicate a com-
mon late Cenozoic tectonic evolution of these two areas. A
finite element model has also been carried out in order to in-
vestigate which orientation of late Cenozoic far-field stress
are most likely to be responsible for the complex structural
pattern of these two areas. The finite element modeling also
indicates that the complex late Cenozoic structural pattern
observed within the studied areas, but also around them, is
most likely the result of a coherent northeast-oriented far-
field compressional stress.

Our results indicate a Pliocene intraplate stress field simi-
lar to the one documented by Horvath and Cloetingh, (1996)
in the Pannonian Basin.

1 Introduction

The Transylvanian and the Pannonian basins are located in
the eastern sector of the European Alpine chain (Fig. 1).
The Apuseni Mountains and few isolated mountains related
to them represents the boundary between the Transylvanian
and the Pannonian basins. These two basins display differ-
ent geological and geophysical characteristics: (1) the heat-
flow of the Pannonian Basin is about of 100–120 mW/sqm,
while the heat-flow of the Transylvanian Basin is about 40–
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50 mW/sqm (e.g. Demetrescu and Veliciu, 1991), (2) the av-
erage elevation of the Transylvanian Basin above sea level
is relatively high, around 600 m; the difference in eleva-
tion of the Upper Miocene deposits from the Transylvanian
and the Pannonian basins is more than 1000 m (Ciupagea
et al., 1970). Moreover, a Miocene extensional origin of
the Pannonian Basin is documented, while a Miocene retro-
foreland setting (e.g. Sanders, 1998) or a Miocene compres-
sional/transpressional setting have been suggested for the
Transylvanian Basin (e.g. Ciulavu et al., 2000).

Since the Pliocene, an overall compressional/-
transpressional stress regime is interpreted in the Pannonian
Basin (Horvath and Cloetingh, 1996), and in the Tran-
sylvanian Basin (Ciulavu et al., 2000). Both basins are
characterised by low to medium level of crustal seismic
activity (Horvath and Cloetingh, 1996; Ciulavu et al., 2000).
The average magnitude (M) of the earthquakes is about 4,
with a maximum magnitude up to 6 recorded only in the
central part of the Pannonian Basin (Horvath and Cloetingh,
1996).

In the studied area, the boundary between the Transyl-
vanian and Pannonian basins is the narrowest, being repre-
sented only by few isolated metamorphic basement blocks
(Fig. 1). This closest position of the two basins makes the
comparison between them easier and more reliable. Un-
til now, structural and seismic data from the Transylvanian
Basin have been published (De Broucker, 1998; Ciulavu,
1999; Ciulavu et al., 2000) but not from the northeastern
sector of the Pannonian Basin. Two seismic lines from the
Transylvanian Basin, acquired by former Shell Romania ex-
ploration BV, and four seismic lines from the northeastern
part of the Pannonian Basin, acquired by Prospectiuni SA
are presented and compared in this paper. Geological bound-
aries have been interpreted using borehole data. Published
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Fig. 1. Geologic sketch of Romania. Location of study area is highlighted by the black rectangle. Symbols represent CF – Cerna Fault,
IMF – Intra-Moesian Fault, TF – Trotus Fault, NTF – North Transylvanian Fault and BVF – Bogdan Voda Fault. The inset represents the
geologic sketch of the Carpathian-Pannonian area.

paleostress data are also incorporated. The late Cenozoic
structural pattern of both areas is characterised by transpres-
sional strike-slip faults indicating a common tectonic evolu-
tion for this time span. A finite element model has also been
carried out in order to investigate which orientation of late
Cenozoic far-field stress are most likely to be responsible for
the complex structural pattern of these two areas. A coherent
northeast-oriented far-field compressional field is most likely

responsible for the structural pattern in both areas.

2 Regional geological setting

The arcuate Carpathian thrust-and-fold belt represents the
result of the Cretaceous to Miocene subduction and colli-
sion between European plate and several smaller continental
blocks to the south (e.g. Sandulescu, 1984). Southward, the
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Carpathians connect to the north-directed Bulgarian Balkan
chain along a north-trending dextral wrench system (Fig. 1),
to which Cerna Fault belongs. To the west, the Carpathians
are linked to the eastern Alps. The eastern Alps are separated
from the Southern-Dinaric Alps by the peri-Adriatic line.

The main area of paleo-oceanic units in Romanian
Carpathian is the Vardar-Mures unit, which derives from a
former oceanic lithosphere that formed during Mid Trias-
sic and Mid-Jurassic rifting phases (e.g. Sandulescu, 1984).
The rocks of the Vardar-Mures unit cropout in the South-
ern Apuseni Mountains and are interpreted to extend beneath
the eastern part of the Transylvanian Basin (e.g. Sandulescu,
1984; Fig. 1).

West and east of the Mures unit, in the Northern Apuseni
Mountains, East and South Carpathians, a system of base-
ment and cover nappes was developed during the Cretaceous
(Bleahu, 1976; Sandulescu, 1984; Fig. 1).

After the Paleogene, thin-skinned deformation is docu-
mented in the external part of the Carpathians, where about
180 km of shortening took place (e.g. Roure et al., 1993; Ma-
tenco, 1997). Late Burdigalian thin-skinned deformation is
also documented in the internal part of the Carpathians, in the
Pienides (Sandulescu, 1988). The Miocene thin-skinned de-
formation from the external part progressively migrated east-
ward, along the Carpathian chain (e.g. Sandulescu, 1988).
The Miocene extension documented in the Pannonian Basin
is coeval with an important stage of nappe emplacement in
the East Carpathians (e.g. Royden, 1993), and with trans-
pressional strike-slip deformation in the Transylvanian Basin
(Ciulavu et al., 2000). Magmatic activity followed, or was
coeval, to the Miocene cover nappe emplacement. Neogene
calk-alkaline magmatism (K-Ar dating indicates 13.4 Ma–
0.2 Ma and a decrease of the age of volcanism from north
to south) occurs along the northern and eastern borders of
the Transylvanian Basin (Lang et al., 1994; Pecskay et al.,
1995). Neogene (15 Ma–7 Ma) calk-alkaline magmatism,
without any coherent geodynamical explanation so far, oc-
curs in the Apuseni Mountains (e.g. Borcos, 1994; Rosu et
al., 1997).

In the Carpathian-Pannonian area, blocks finally locked
into their positions in late Miocene. Surface and subsurface
data indicate a coherent late Miocene to Pliocene north- to
northeast-oriented compression in the Carpathians, foreland
and foredeep of the Carpathians, west of the Intra Moesian
Fault, and in the Transylvanian Basin and its rims (Bergerat,
1987; Ratschbacher et al., 1994; Hippolyte and Sandulescu,
1997; Matenco, 1997; Ciulavu et al., 2000). A Pliocene over-
all compressional tectonic regime is documented in the Pan-
nonian Basin (Horvath and Cloetingh, 1996). At a regional
scale, the present day maximum horizontal stress, inferred
from earthquake focal mechanism solutions, borehole break-
outs and in-situ stress measurements, is northwest-oriented
(in the northern area), north- to northeast-oriented (in the
central area), and west-east-oriented (in the eastern area)
(Bada et al., 1998). This stress induced large-scale bending
or folding of the litosphere and fairly explains the observed
Quaternary differential uplift and subsidence pattern (Hor-

vath and Cloetingh, 1996). At the crustal scale, this stress
is reflected in transpressive structures in both areas (Tari,
1994; Ciulavu et al., 2000). The importance of these faults is
pointed out by the fact that movement along them are respon-
sible for the uplift of the isolated mountains which cropout
in the Pannonian Basin (Tari, 1994; Fig. 1).

Strike-slip deformation is responsible for a succession of
subsidence and uplifted areas from the Pannonian Basin,
from the southeastern sector of the Transylvanian Basin and
from a zone of the Carpathians and their foreland, bordered
by the seismically active intra-Moesian and Trotus faults
(Horvath, 1993; Ciulavu et al., 2000). In the foreland area,
between the Trotus and the Intra Moesian faults, intermedi-
ate foci occur in a rather small, quasi-vertical area down to
about 200 km. These earthquakes are interpreted as a result
of stress-concentration at the bent of the Carpathians (Ro-
man, 1970).

3 Geological setting of the studied areas

To highlight the geological setting of the studied areas,
chrono-stratigraphic charts of the Transylvanian Basin, af-
ter Ciulavu et al. (2000), and of the northeastern part of the
Pannonian Basin, after Bleahu et al. (1967) are presented
(Fig. 2). Ages are given in million of years after Rögl
(1996). It should be mentioned that, in the studied areas,
the Lower Sarmatian is used as Sarmatian sensu stricto (Sar-
matian s. str.) and the Upper Sarmatian and the Maeotian
as the Pannonian sensu stricto, referred below as Pannonian
(e.g. Nicorici and Meszaros, 1994).

The basement of the Transylvanian and Pannonian basins
is made up of a nappe pile consisting of metamorphic rocks
and associated sedimentary strata, similar to what is currently
exposed in the surrounding mountains; ophiolitic rocks of the
Vardar-Mures zone are subcropping in the basement of the
Transylvanian Basin (Fig. 2).

Upper Cretaceous shallow-water sedimentary deposits are
documented in the Transylvanian Basin. These deposits are
missing in the studied area of the Pannonian Basin but are
subcropping southward, in the same facies as in the Transyl-
vanian Basin (Visarion et al., 1979). An Eocene continental-
marine succession of sedimentary sequences, deposited in an
overall compressional setting, is developed in the Transylva-
nian Basin. The Eocene compressional setting led to uplift of
the northeastern part of the Pannonian Basin and probably to
non-deposition. Oligocene deep-water deposits are known in
both studied areas. Structural work carried out in the Tran-
sylvanian Basin indicates Oligocene north-oriented tension,
followed by northwest-oriented compression (Huismans et
al., 1997).

During the Burdigalian, no sediments have been deposited
in the northeastern part of the Pannonian Basin (Sandulescu,
1984). A Burdigalian sedimentary wedge, thinning south-
ward, is developed in the Transylvanian Basin. This geome-
try was interpreted to indicate a (retro-)foreland basin (Huis-
mans et al., 1997; Sanders, 1998; De Broucker et al., 1998;
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Fig. 2. Stratigraphycal columns of the Transylvanian Basin and of the Romanian northern sector of the Pannonian Basin. Simplified after
Bleahu et al. (1967) and Ciulavu et al. (2000).

Ciulavu et al., 2000). Structural work performed in this area
indicates Early Miocene north-northeast-oriented compres-
sion (Huismans et al., 1997).

Starting from Badenian the sedimentation is continuous
in the northeastern part of the Pannonian Basin while a
few gaps are documented in the Transylvanian Basin (e.g.
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Fig. 3. Geological sketch of the Romanian northern sector of the Pannonian Basin (simplified after Bleahu et al., 1967). See Fig. 1 for
location. The faults and sense of movement are drawn after Sandulescu et al. (1993) and Visarion et al. (1979).

De Broucker et al., 1998). Badenian sedimentary deposits
are different in the two studied areas, e.g. salt formation is
known in the Transylvanian Basin but not in the Pannonian
Basin. Structural work carried out in the Transylvanian Basin
indicates late Miocene east-west-oriented tension followed
by compression with the same orientation (Huismans et al.,
1997). Starting from late Miocene, an uplift of the north-
ern sector of the Transylvanian Basin and of the northeast-
ern sector of the Pannonian Basin is interpreted because the
late Badenian and younger sediments onlap the older ones
in both areas (e.g. Ciupagea et al., 1970; De Broucker et al.,
1998). This uplift is also confirmed by fission-track analysis
(Sanders, 1998).

4 Northeastern sector of the Pannonian Basin

The North Transylvanian and Bogdan Voda faults are inter-
preted to control the tectonic evolution of this area (Fig. 3).
Areas of uplift and subsidence are documented between these
two faults (Sandulescu et al., 1993). The North Transyl-
vanian and Bogdan Voda faults are west-trending sinistral
strike-slip faults. The main movement along the North Tran-
sylvanian Fault took place during the intra-Burdigalian time,
while along the Bogdan Voda Fault the main movement took
place at the Burdigalian-Badenian boundary (e.g. Sandulescu

et al., 1993). Earthquakes with Richter magnitude (M) up
to 4.9 and focal depth up to 15 km are recorded along them
(Cornea and Lazarescu, 1980).

The North Transylvanian and Bogdan Voda faults are
crosscut by northwest-striking dextral and northeast-striking
sinistral strike-slip faults (Fig. 3). The Faget and Mara faults
are the most important northeast-striking sinistral strike-slip
faults. The Faget Fault is interpreted as representing the
western boundary of the Pienides (e.g. Sandulescu et al.,
1993). The Faget Fault played an important role in the ge-
ological evolution of the area because it also represents the
western boundary of the uplifted basement blocks and the
boundary of areas with different Miocene sedimentation (e.g.
Sandulescu et al., 1993). The Halmeu Fault is the most
important northwest-trending dextral strike-slip fault; it is
formed in a transpressional tectonic regime (e.g. Sandulescu
et al., 1993).

In this area, the boundary between the Transylvanian
and Pannonian basins is represented by uplifted blocks of
metamorphic basement, which surround areas of subsidence
(Fig. 3). The last uplift of the basement took place during the
Pliocene (e.g. Ciupagea et al., 1970).
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Fig. 4 Ciulavu et al...Fig. 4. (A) Line 1 shot above the North Transylvanian Fault (see Fig. 3 for location).(B) Interpretation. Symbol Bn1 represents Lower
Badenian. Oligocene deposits overlying metamorphic basement are interpreted in the northern part of the line between− 3000 m and
1500 m. In the same part of the line the Upper Badenian sediments onlap the folded Lower Badenian and the Oligocene ones. The North
Transylvanian Fault is visible in the southern part of the line, and is made of upward diverging splays with reverse component, characteristics
of positive flower structure (Harding, 1990). The metamorphic basement and the whole sedimentary sequence are involved in deformation.
The offset is about of 400 m.

5 Seismic lines from the northeastern sector of the Pan-
nonian Basin

Strike-slip movement in a transpressional regime is inter-
preted along the North Transylvanian Fault. Basement
blocks as well as late Cenozoic sedimentary deposits are in-
volved in deformation. A positive flower structure (Harding,
1990) is imaged in the line 1 (Fig. 4, see Fig. 3 for location).
The age of the structure is post-Miocene since the Pannon-

ian deposits are involved in deformation. Faulted and folded
Oligocene and Lower Badenian deposits are imaged in the
southern part of the line. The Upper Badenian deposits on-
lap the older one, similar with the structure of piggy-back
basins. Another positive flower structure is imaged in line 2
(Fig. 5, see Fig. 3 for location). The age of the structure
is post-Miocene since the Pannonian deposits are involved
in deformation. Two north-dipping thrust faults crosscutting
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Fig. 5 Ciulavu et al.....
Fig. 5. (A) Seismic line 2, shot above a fault south and parallel to the North Transylvanian Fault (see Fig. 3 for location).(B) Interpretation.
Symbols represent Bn1 – Lower Badenian, Bn2 – Upper Badenian, Sm – Sarmatian, Pn – Pannonian. Two positive flower structures are
interpreted in the northern part of the line. The metamorphic basement and the whole sedimentary sequence are involved in deformation.
The total uplift of the block affected by the flower structures is about of 400 m. Two reverse faults crosscutting the Lower Badenian deposits
are interpreted in the central part of the line. A vertical fault crosscutting the base of the Pannonian deposits is interpreted in the southern
part of the line.

the Lower Badenian deposits are imaged in the central part of
the line. A vertical fault crosscutting the whole lithological
sequence is interpreted in the southern part of the line.

The North Transylvanian Fault is imaged as a high-angle,
south-dipping reverse fault in line 3 (Fig. 6, see Fig. 3 for lo-
cation). The fault crosscuts the whole lithological sequence.
Therefore, a post-Miocene age is also interpreted for the
North Transylvanian Fault in this sector.

Upward diverging splays characteristics for flower struc-

tures are interpreted in the central part of line 4 (Fig. 7, see
Fig. 3 for location). The sense of movement for each splay is
not clear because of intense deformation. Nevertheless, we
interpret this structure as a positive flower because of the ex-
istence of two splays with reverse movement, which crosscut
the Badenian sequence. The whole sedimentary sequence is
folded. A post-Miocene age of the positive flower structure
is assumed since it also crosscuts the Pannonian deposits.
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Fig. 6 Ciulavu et al.....
Fig. 6. (A) Seismic line 3, shot above the North Transylvanian Fault (see Fig. 3 for location).(B) Interpretation. The North Transylvanian
Fault is interpreted in the southern part of the line as a high-angle, south-dipping fault with a reverse component. We speculate that is the
northern splay of a positive flower structure. The offset is about of 200 m. Only Sarmatian-Pannonian deposits and metamorphic basement
were possible to be interpreted in the hanging wall. The Pannonian deposits are involved in thrusting.

6 Transylvanian Basin

Folds and salt diapirs represent the main late Miocene struc-
tures within the Transylvanian Basin (Fig. 8). The salt di-
apirism is related to the ongoing tectonics from the Carpathi-
ans and the salt diapirs location is controlled by the reac-
tivation of inherited faults (Fig. 8) (Mrazec, 1907; Pauca,
1969; Visarion et al., 1976; Ciulavu and Berttoti, 1994;

De Broucker et al., 1998; and Ciulavu et al., 2000).

Latest Miocene and post-Miocene faults are also described
in the Transylvanian Basin; most of them indicate strike-
slip movement (e.g. De Broucker et al., 1998; Ciulavu et
al., 2000). The Transylvanian Basin is crosscut by long-
lived crustal-scale vertical faults among which the west-
trending South Transylvanian Fault represents the main fault
in the southern part of the Transylvanian Basin (e.g. Ga-
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Fig. 7 Ciulavu et al....

Fig. 7. (A) Seismic line 4, shot above a northwest-trending dextral strike-slip fault (see Fig. 3 for location).(B) Interpretation. Symbol C
represents a pre-Badenian reflector. Upward diverging splays are interpreted in the central part of the line. These highly deformed areas
preclude interpreting any sense of movement along this splays. Nevertheless, we speculate the structures mentioned above as being positive
flower structures because of (1) the folding of the Badenian to Pannonian sedimentary deposits, and (2) the existence of two north-dipping
thrust faults which offset the Badenian deposits.

vat et al., 1963) (Fig. 8). A sinistral movement is proved
by field data along the South Transylvanian Fault during
the late Cretaceous-Early Tertiary (Dumitrescu and Sand-
ulescu, 1970). Since the Pliocene, the South Transylva-
nian Fault acted as a normal fault, with a downfaulting of
its northern block (Sandulescu, 1988). A Pliocene sinis-
tral movement has been also interpreted along it (Ciulavu
et al., 2000). The best known late Miocene fault, namely

Cenade Fault, is evidenced in the southwestern part of the
basin (Fig. 8). A southwestward movement was demon-
strated along it (Ciulavu et al., 2000).

Two northwest-trending seismically active faults (M<3.3
and focal depths up to 10 km) are known in the northwestern
part of the basin (Cornea and Lazarescu, 1980).

Several other faults have been assumed to play a major role
in the late Miocene tectonic evolution of the Transylvanian
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Fig. 8. Pattern of the folds, salt diapirs and main faults within the Transylvanian Basin, simplified after Ciulavu et al., 2000 (see Fig. 1 for
location and text for description). The symbols represent NTF – North Transylvanian Fault and STF – South Transylvanian Fault.

Basin (Fig. 8). They are parallel to the previously described
faults. Two west-trending lineaments in the eastern part of
the basin have been detected on the satellite images (Ciulavu,
1999; Ciulavu et al., 2000).

The youngest uplift of the Transylvanian Basin borders is
Pliocene (e.g. Berza, 1997). A present-day uplift of the basin
borders is documented by geodetic measurements (Popescu
and Dragoescu, 1986): (1) up to 2 mm/yr of uplift in the
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Fig. 9. Seismic line 5 (after De Broucker et al., 1998; Middle-Late Miocene structures are interpreted in this paper). Strike-slip faults in a
transpressional regime have been interpreted at the boundary between the basement and the Eocene deposits. A reverse fault crosscutting the
Eocene deposits has been interpreted east of the strike-slip faults. Middle-Upper Miocene drape folds are formed due to transpression.

Fig. 10. Seismic line 6 (after De Broucker et al., 1998). Strike-slip faults formed in a transpressional regime.

Apuseni Mountains and in central part of the East Carpathi-
ans, and (2) up to 4 mm/yr in the South Carpathians and in
the northern sector of the East Carpathians. In contrast, sub-
siding areas are also documented by geodetic measurements:
(1) up to 3 mm/yr of the subsidence in the late Miocene-
Pliocene basins from the inner part of the East Carpathians,
(2) up to 1 mm/yr. in the northeastern part of the Pannonian
Basin, and (3) up to 2 mm/yr in front of the bend zone of the
East Carpathians.

7 Seismic lines from the Transylvanian Basin

Most of the faults from the Transylvanian Basin are strike-
slip faults formed in transpression. Transpressive strike-slip
faults are located at the boundary between the basement and
the Eocene sedimentary sequence in the central part of the

Transylvanian Basin (Fig. 9; see Fig. 8 for location). A thrust
fault crosscutting the Early Eocene sedimentary sequence is
located south of the strike-slip faults. The Middle-Upper
Miocene sedimentary deposits are passively folded (drape
folds) above these strike-slip and reverse faults. Therefore,
a post-Miocene age is proposed for the faults.

Strike-slip faults formed in a transpressional tectonic
regime have also been observed in the western part of the
Transylvanian Basin (Fig. 10; see Fig. 8 for location). These
strike-slip faults crosscut the Dej Tuff Formation (Lower
Badenian) and control the salt diapirism and the folds within
the Middle-Upper Miocene sedimentary deposits. Therefore,
a post-Miocene age is assumed for these strike-slip faults.
It should also be mentioned that these faults are located at
an inherited discontinuity, i.e. at the boundary between the
Eocene sedimentary sequence and the basement.
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Fig. 11.Map of the vertical movements for the model with northwestern and southwestern fixed boundaries and compression from northeast.
Symbols represent: BVF – Bogdan Voda Fault, NTF – North Transylvanian Fault, TF – Trotus Fault, IMF – Intra Moesian Fault, CF – Cerna
Fault. The dotted line represents the boundary between the Carpathians and their foreland.

8 Finite element model

Transpressive strike-slip faults have been interpreted in seis-
mic lines from both basins. Structural data from Transyl-
vanian Basin and its rims indicate a late Miocene-Pliocene
overall north- to northeast-oriented compression (Ciulavu et
al., 2000). A finite element model has been carried out in or-
der to test if the structures from the northeastern sector of the
Pannonian Basin are also related to the stress field demon-
strated in the Transylvanian Basin (Fig. 11).

Two scenarios with a northwest-oriented and northeast-
oriented far-field compressional stress, respectively have
been used. A plane stress situation is considered. However,
the out-of-plane strain can be interpreted as result of relative
changes in topography, and therefore, it is the parameter of
main interest of this model. Instantaneous strain patterns pre-
dicted by the finite element modeling, even instantaneously,
are compared with the patterns (rather sequential), inferred
from geological and geophysical data within these areas. The
strain pattern is used instead of stress pattern because the sec-
ond one, as inferred from borehole breakouts data, is still
ambiguous in the modelled area (e.g. Negut et al., 1997).

The commercial finite element code ANSYS has been
used for the model calculation. The model is designed as
a square with 35×35 km dimension with several predefined

faults (Fig. 11). The boundaries of the model comprise the
Carpathians foreland in the northeast and southeast, and the
Pannonian Basin in the northwest and southwest, respec-
tively.

The magnitude of loading has been kept constant and has
been chosen 20 MPa in order to account for the stress magni-
tude obtained in Western Europe, i.e. 20–30 MPa (e.g. Golke,
1996).

The finite element model developed contains two impor-
tant simplifications:

(1) the model considers elastic rock properties despite more
realistic depth-dependent rheological predictions avail-
able for the Romanian lithosphere (e.g. Cloetingh and
Burov, 1996; Lankreijer et al., 1997; Lankreijer, 1997),
and

(2) the model assumes a thickness of the plate equal to
1 mesh. The second simplification is reasonable since
the model is designed to predict only the spatial pat-
terns and relative amplitudes of deformations, but not
their absolute values, and finite element modeling of
recent tectonic stress in the Pannonian region indicates
that additional stress such as crustal thickness variation
have only locally important effects (Bada et al., 1998).
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Fig. 12. Structural sketch of the studied areas updated after Ciulavu et al., 2000. For symbols see Fig. 8. The insets represent structural
pattern and Rose diagram (20◦ interval) of maximum (σ1) and minimum (σ3) principal stresses for:(A) – Maramures area,(B) – central
and southern part of the Neogene volcanic chain,(C) – Birsa Depression,(D) – southwestern part of the Transylvanian Basin,(E) – Apuseni
Mountains, and(F) – northeastern part of the Pannonian Basin.

Material properties have been chosen taking into account
the rheological models of the area (Lankreijer et al., 1997;
Lankreijer, 1997). Because a linear elastic rheology is used,
reduction of Young’s modulus by some factors will not affect

the resulting displacement (e.g. ten Brink et al., 1996). The
foreland of the Carpathians has been considered as being the
stiffest (Young’s modulus = 80 GPa). Intermediate material
properties have been adopted for the block located between
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the Intra Moesian and Trotus faults and for the area north of
the North Transylvanian Fault, because these areas show dif-
ferent structural patterns, i.e. different mechanical properties,
compared to the other areas (Young’s modulus = 70 GPa).
Carpathians, Transylvanian and Pannonian basins as well as
the Apuseni Mountains have been chosen the weakest blocks
(Young’ modulus = 60 GPa).

Fault zones have been chosen as the weakest domains
(Young’s modulus = 1 GPa), and as being 1 mesh wide.
The strike-slip motion along faults which trend at very “un-
favourable” orientation (aprox. 85◦ to maximum principal
stress) is documented in several oblique convergent plate
boundary zones and take place because of a very low shear
strength relative to surrounding crust (Zoback, 1994).

The Poisson’s ratio has been chosen 0.25 for all materi-
als. As obtained in different tests, the resultant deformation
pattern is similar for Poisson ratio 0.25 or 0.5, but the de-
formation magnitude is larger for the second case, i.e. 0.5
(Katzman et al., 1995).

Finite element modeling indicates that patterns obtained
in the model which simulates a northeast-oriented far-field
are similar to the patterns from the geological/geophysical
data in the whole-modelled area. The main similarities are
observed between the North Transylvanian and Bogdan Voda
faults, south of the North Transylvanian Fault, and between
the Trotus and Intra Moesian faults, respectively. In these
regions, areas of extension (subsidence) alternate with areas
of compression (uplift).

9 Discussions and Conclusion

Seismic lines have been used to highlight the late Cenozoic
structure and evolution of the Transylvanian Basin and the
northeastern part of the Pannonian Basin.

A Burdigalian thinning southward clastic wedge have been
interpreted in the Transylvanian Basin. The Burdigalian de-
posits are missing in the northeastern part of the Pannon-
ian Basin. The Badenian deposits have been interpreted in
both studied areas. A middle Badenian uplift has been in-
terpreted in the northern part of the Transylvanian Basin. In
line 1, from the northeastern part of the Pannonian Basin, the
Middle-Upper Badenian deposits are interpreted to be de-
posited in a piggy-back basin. The same structural pattern
was also interpreted in the southern part of the Transylvanian
Basin (T. Rabagia, pers. Comm., 1997).

Post Miocene transpressional strike-slip faults have been
interpreted in both studied areas. The basement is involved
in deformation. The strike-slip faults from the Transylvanian
Basin are located at inherited discontinuities; this is not ob-
vious for the northeastern sector of the Pannonian Basin.

Interpretation of the seismic lines from both studied areas
indicates the same structural pattern starting from the late
Miocene (Fig. 12). Therefore, the Transylvanian Basin and
the Romanian northern part of the Pannonian Basin could be
interpreted as the same block since the late Miocene.

The finite element modeling indicates that the complex
late Cenozoic structural pattern observed within the studied
areas, but also around them, is most likely the result of a co-
herent northeast-oriented far-field compressional stress.

Our structural data and finite element modeling results are
in agreement to the results reported for the late Miocene-
Pliocene time in the Romanian Carpathians and their fore-
land, as well as in the Transylvanian Basin (Bergerat, 1987;
Ratschbacher et al., 1994; Hippolyte and Sandulescu, 1997;
Matenco, 1997; Ciulavu et al., 2000).

The northeast-trending compressive stress field inferred
in this paper is in contradiction with the west-east-trending
stress field inferred in previous works (e.g. Bada et al., 1998).
As pointed out by Negut et al. (1997) using borehole break-
outs data, the stress pattern in this area is still ambiguous.
Future structural work, seismic, borehole breakout data and
focal plane solutions will better constrain the direction of
maximum principal stress in this area.

At the regional scale, a Pliocene compressional inversion
is documented in the Pannonian Basin (Horvath and Cloet-
ingh, 1996). To conclude, the Pliocene intraplate stress field
documented by Horvath and Cloetingh, (1996) acted and
is probably active also in the Transylvanian Basin and the
northeastern part of the Pannonian Basin.
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